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Service and with Setup Times or Server Vacations 
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Abstract An analysis is provided for an alternating priority queue with general decreasing service of a 
parameter (k j = 00, k2 = K) which operates as follows: Starting once a service of cJass-l messages a single server 
serves all messages in queue 1 until it becomes empty. After service completion in queue 1, the server switches 
over to queue 2 and continues serving messages in queue 2 until ei!ber queue 2 becomes empty, or !be number of 
messages decreases to K less than !bat found upon its arrival at queue 2, whichever occurs first, where 1 S K ,;; 
00. Two modified models with server vacations are analyzed by a uniform method. We assume !bat arrival 
streams are Poissonian, message service times for each priony class, setup times and vacation times are generally 
distributed, and switch-over times are zero. This paper analyzes joint queue-leng!b distributions and message 
waiting time distributions. An explicit expression is obtained for !be individual mean waiting times of two-class 
messages. This results arc applicable to the performance analysis of !be register insertion ring systems in lANs. 

Keywords General decreasing* service, alternating priority queue, vacation time, setup time. 

1. Introduction 
There have been some analytical studies on priority queueing systems with controllable 

parameters, e.g. Refs [3,4,7], which are applicable to the modeling of some computer and 

communication systems. These priority disciplines have some advantages over the ordinary 

priority schedules without controllable parameters, since these enable us to control efficiently 

service qualities in telecommunication systems, e.g. delay time, loss probabilty etc. From such a 

point of view, these flexible priority disciplines are effective for the performance optimization 

and applicable to message processings and routing schemes in telecommunication systems. As 

such flexible priority disciplines, a multi-class priority disciplines with general decreasing 

services is proposed as follows [8]: Let there be N classes of messages (or calls), where 

messages with a smaller class number have a nonpreemptive priority over messages with a 
greater class number. The service discipline is parameterized by a vector (kl' k2, .. , kN ), where 

1 ~ k j ~ 00, i = 1, 2, ... , N. For the moment, suppose that class-i messages are served, i = 1, 

2, ... , N. A single server continues serving messages in queue i until either queue i becomes 

* "decrementing" used in [8,13] is not a proper English word [M.F. Neuts 1994 (private communication)]. 
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empty, or the number of messages decrease to ki less than that found upon its alTival at queue i, 

whichever occurs first. We call this service discipline a general decreasing service [13] or a ki -

decreasing service. If there are messages in the system at service completion of the class-i 

messages, messages of the highest class present in the system, say class-j, will be served next 
according to the kj - decreasing service. If there is no message in the system, the server waits for 

a new arrival. The class-i service discipline with a parameter ki = 1 conesponds to the (pure) 
decreasing service [9, 12], also called the semi-exhaustive service [2,6], whereas if ki = 00, 

the service discipline to the well-known exhaustive service. If ki = 00 for i = 1,2, 3, ... , N, then 

this priority discipline reduces to the exhaustive priority discipline treated in [13]. In the case of 
N = 2 (i.e. kj = k2 = 00), it also reduces to the alternating priority discipline [11]. 

In this paper, we analyze an alternating priority queue with general decreasing service with 
a parameter (k j = 00, k2 = K), where 1 ::;; K < 00 and K = 00 and with setup times or vacation 

times, which is a special case of the above multi-class priority queueing model and a generalized 

model of the alternating priority queue [8,11]. This results are applicable to the perfonnance 

analysis of the register insertion ring systems used in local area networks (LANs) [1, 5]. In the 

ring system, each node has a shift register in which data received from the ring are buffered. The 

address portion of a received data packet (message) is read, and if the packet is addressed to the 

local node, the packet is removed from the ring. If the packet is addressed to another node, then 

it is shifted back onto the ring from the shift register. When the shift register is emptied, the 

local node begins to transmit its own packet from the output buffer while synchronously 

buffering new coming data in the shift register. When the node finishes transmitting its own 

packet, it then continues to shift data onto the ring from the shift register. The packets in the shift 

register and the output buffer are transmitted alternately. 

There have been fruitful results relating to the decreasing service: Takagi [12] derived the 

mean message waiting time in a symmetric polling system with decreasing services of a 
parameter (k j = k2 = ... = kN= 1). Cohen [2] analyzed a two queue model with semi-exhaustive 

alternating service of a parameter (k j = k2 =1) by using the boudary value technique. Katayama 

[6] analyzed a single-server, two-stage tandem queue with semi-exhaustive service in the first 
stage and exhaustive service in the second stage, which is parameterized by (k j = 1, k2 = (0). 

However, there are not so many results for the general decreasing service. Takagi treated an 
M/G/l vacation model with general decreasing service (k j = K) [13], and Katayama [8] 

analyzed a two-class priority queue with general decreasing service of a parameter (k j = 00, k2 = 

K < (0) without setup times and vacation times. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes an alternating priority 

queue with general decreasing service and introduces some notations. Section 3 determines 

generating functions for joint queue-length distributions. Section 4 derives the Laplace-Stieltjes 

transfonns (LSTs) of message waiting time distributions and some inequlities for the mean 

waiting times, and gives some numerical results. Section 5 gives concluding remarks. 
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2. Alternating Priority Queue with K-Decreasing Service 
This section presents a two-class priority queueing model with general decreasing service 

of a parameter (k l = 00, k2 = K), where I ::; K::; 00 and introduces some notations. The 

queueing system consists of two-parallel queues, Q I and Q2' for messages of class-I and class-

2, respectively. Each queue Qn with infinite buffer capacity has a service counter for class-n 

messages S n' n = I, 2. Messages of class-n arrive in Qn according to a Poisson process with 

rate An' n = 1,2. A service time '"n for class-n messages has a general distribution Hn(t) with 

finite first and second moments hn and hn (2). The LST of Hn(t) are denoted by H*n(s), n = I, 2. 

Messages in QI and Q2 are served by a single server in accordance with the following priority 

discipline: After switching over to S I' the server serves all messages in Q I until it becomes 

empty, i.e. the exhaustive service (k l = 00). Just after service completion at SI' the server 

switches over to S2 and continues serving messages in Q2 until either it becomes empty, or the 

number of messages decreases to K less than that found upon its arrival at S2' whichever 

occurs first, i.e. the K- decreasing service (k2 = K). Class-I messages are served next, if any is 

present. The switch-over time needed to switch service from one class to another is assumed to 

be zero. Messages within a class are served in each queue on the first-in-first-out (FIFO) 

discipline. 

We will study two modified models with server vacations: 

Model I : The server requires a class-dependent vacation time (setup time [7]) (In having a 

general distribution Sn(t) with finite first and second moments sn and Sn (2), before starting a 

busy period with an initial message of class-n, n = 1,2. Even if class-I messages arrive during 
a setup time (J2' the server starts first servicing of the class-2 messages according to the K

decreasing service at S2' as soon as its setup time terminates. The LST of S n(t), n = I, 2 is 

denoted by S* n(s), 

Model II : The server begins a vacation if there is no waiting message in the queueing system. 
The vacation may be repeated if the server finds that Q I and Q2 are still empty upon his return 

(called a multiple vacation model [13]). If any, the server starts serving messages in Q1 with 

priority over Q2 in accordance with the decreasing service with (k l = 00, k2 = K). A vacation 

time ill has a general distribution Vet) with finite first and second moments v and v(2). The LST 

of Vet) is denoted by V*(s). (See subsection 4.2 and Eqs. (48.a) and (48.b)). 

We introduce the following notation: 

rn:= Ani A 

PII :=Anhn 

n = 1,2 

n = I, 2 P :=PI + P2 (l.a) 

(l.b) 
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For simplicity, we also define as, Q3:= Q], A3 := AI' h3(2):= h1(Z), p 3:= p] and so on. 

The total traffic intensity is assumed to be less than unity (p < 1) to ensure stability (see Remark 

2.1 ). 
We denote by qn(i) the probability that i messages arrive at Qn during a service time Tn' 

n = 1,2. We also denote by s,,(iJ) and v (iJ) the probability that i messages arrive at Q] and 

j messages arrive at Qz during a setup time an' n = 1, 2 and a vacation time ro, respectively. 

Denoting by Qn(x), Sn(x,y) and V(x,y) the generating functions for qn(i), s/i,j) and vCiJ), 

respectively, we have 

Q (x) = H* {Il (I-x)} 
n fl n n = 1, 2 

Sn(x,y) = S*"p](l-x) + A2(l-y)} n = 1,2 (2) 

V(x,y) = V*p]O-x) + A/l-y)}. 

We denote by B net) and B* /s) a busy period distribution at Sn and the LST of B net), n = 1, 2, 

respectively. We also denote by gn(i;m) the probability that i messages arrive at Qn+] during 

an m-busy period at Sn' which corresponds to a busy period started with m messages at Sn' and 

by Gn(x;m) (:=Li::D gn(i;m)xi) the generating function for g/i;m). From the busy-period 

analysis in the standard MIG/1 queue, we then have 

B* (s) = H* {s + AnO - B* (s)} n n n 

n = 1, 2 (3.a) 

and 
G/x;m) = {Gn(x)}m m=I,2,3,"'<oa n=1,2. (3.b) 

The following abbreviations are used for a differentiable generating function Gn (x,y), 

" [;j2 ] Gnxy (a,b):= ~ G n(x,y) 
(/X(/y x=a.y=b. 

(4) 

Remark 2.1 The present model I (II) and the ordinary MIG/l queue with arrival rate A, 

service time distribution r]H](t)+rzHz(t) and setup time distribution r]S](t)+rzSz(t) (vacation 

time distribution V(t)). have the same distribution of the number of messages served in a busy 

period and the same non-busy time distribution. I 

3. Queueing Analysis 
This section considers two kinds of joint queue-length distributions in Q] and Qz for 

the alternating priority queue with K- decreasing service. 

3.1 Queue-Length Generating Function at Service-Completion Points 

First, let us assume that K is finite, i.e. 1 ::; K < 00, through this subsection. We need to 

determine a set of generating function for joint queue-length distribution at service-completion 
points at S] and S2' We introduce: 
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lPn(iJ) : the steady-state probability that i messages are waiting in Q1 and} messages are 

waiting in Q2 just after service-completion points at Sn' n = 1. 2, i,} = o. 1. 2, ...• 
that is. when the server has completed the exhaustive service at SI or 
the K- decreasing service at S2 

and 

«I> (x,y) := L L l/Jn<iJ) ~ yi 
n i=O j=O 

Ixl. Iyl $; 1 n = 1, 2. (5) 

Then. considering the events that occur during two successive service-completion points 
at the service counters SI and S2' we then get the following functional relationship for Model 

(I) with setup times: 

where 

G1(y) 
«I> 1 (O,y) = lfJo rl x SI(G/y).y) -- + «1>2 {G1(y), y} - «I>lO.y) 

x 
- G2(x) { - } Gix)K 

«I>ix,y) = lfJor2Y SK(x,G2(x»-- + lfJor2Y S2(x,y) -Six,y) -K-
y y 

K-I {K-I} G ( )K 
+ LlfJjG/x)i + «I>(y)- LlfJjyj ~ 

j=1 j=O Y 

00 K-I 

Six,y):= L LS2(iJ) xiyi 
i=O j=O 

lfJj := lfJ1(OJ) + lfJ2(OJ) j = O. 1.2, ... 

«I>(y) := «I>1(O,y) + «I>2(O,y). 

Similarly, for Model (II) with vacation times, we get 

where 
K-I 

VK(O,y) := L v(OJ)yj. 
j=o 

As a general expression. we thus get the following functional equations: 

(6.a) 

(6.b) 

(6.c) 

(7.b) 

(7.c) 

(S.a) 

(S.b) 
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where, for Model (I) with setup times, 

and, for Model (II) with vacation times, 

a(y):= I-vlo,o) { V(G1(y),y) - V(O,y)} 

1 [- {- } G 2(X)K] 
bX<x,y) := I-v(O,O) V K(0,G 2(x») - v(O,O) + V(O,y) - V K(O,y) - 1 + v(O,O) -r' 

(10) 

It is necessary to determine the unknown functions G n(y)' n = 1, 2, cll(y) and the unknown 

probabilities tPj,j = 0, 1, "', K-l on the right-hand sides of (8.a) and (8.b). 

(1) Determination of Gn(x), n =1, 2 

Under the condition Pn 5. 1, n = 1, 2, from (3.a) and Takacs' lemma [10], an explicit 

expression for Gn(x) is given by 

G (x) = ~ i= (Anty-l e-(A... + A...+l(l-X))t dHU)Ct) 
n £... ., n 

j=l 0 J. 
n = 1,2 (11 ) 

where H Ul(t) denotes thej-fold convolution of H (t) with itself, n = 1, 2. n n 

(2) Determination of ¢j'j = 1 •...• K-l 

Eliminating c112 (Gj(y), y} from (8.a) and (8.b) after setting x = Gj(y) in (8.b), we get 

(12) 

It is shown by Takacs' lemma that the denominator on the right-hand side of (12). 

yK_G2 { Gj(y)}K has exactly (K-l) zeros y = (j)r' r = 1. 2, "', K-l, in the unit circle I y 1< 1 

under the condition P 5. 1 (see Appendix). By the regularity of cll(y). the numerator on the right

hand side of (12) should be equal to zero for y = (j)r' r = 1. 2. "', K-l. We thus get the 

following simultaneous linear equations for ¢j j = 1.2, "', K-l: 

K-I 

L ai (j)r) ¢j = llo( (j)r) ¢o 
J=I 

r=1.2,···.K-l (13.a) 

where 
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(13.b) 

Using Cramer's formula, lP)'i = I, 2, "', K-I can be given by an expression with unknown 

probability lPo as follows: 

IDI 
L1j :=TifT i = 1,2, "', K-I (14) 

where I Dj I and I D I are the determinants fOlmed by coeffcients of the simultaneous equations 

(13.a), and L10:= l. The unknown probability lPo in (l3.a) shall be determined in (3). 

(3) Determination of <1>(y) and lPo 
Substituting lPj = lPo L1)' i = 1, 2, "', K-l for lPj on the right-hand side of (12), <1>(y) can be 

expressed by a form with unknown probability lPo. As the result, <1>/O,y) and <1>2(X,y) given by 

(8.a) and (8.b) can also be expressed by a form with only unknown probability lPo' The 

probability lPo should be determined by the normalization condition, <1>/0,1) + <1>2(1,1) = l. 

In this way, the generating functions <1>n(x,y), n = 1,2 have been completely determined. 

We thus obtain the following results. 

Theorem 1. In the case 1 :0; K < 00, the generating functions <1>,,(x,y), 11 = 1, 2 for the joint 

queue-length distribution {lPn(iJ)} are given by : 

<1>1(O,y) = lPo [aCyl + <1> { G 1(y), y} -<1>(O,y)] (IS.a) 

(IS.b) 

where 

G (x)K K-l. 
+ K 2 K{a(Y)+bK(Gl(y),y)}+"2,L1j{C2(x)l_y)KC2(x)K} 

y -G 2 {G 1(y)} j=1 

(l6.a) 

lPo= [a(1) + 2<1>(1,1)-<1>(0,1) rl (16.b) 

Gn(x), n= 1,2 and L1)'i = 1,2, "', K-I are given by (11) and (14), respectively. • 
3.2 Queue-Length Generating Function with K = 00 

Through this subsection, it is assumed that K is infinite, ( i.e. the exhaustive service in 
the service counter S2 ). Then, we get the following functional equations corresponding to 

Eqs. (8.a) and (8.b) for the case K < 00. 
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<IIj(O,y) = ¢oa(y) +cI>2{ Gj(y), O} -cI>/0,0) 

<112(X,0) = ¢ob(x) + cI>(G2(X» 

where, for Model (I) with setup times, 

a(y):= rj Gj(y) S\(Gj(y),y) 

b(x) := r2G2(x)S2(x,G/x» - 1 

and, for Model (II) with vacation times, 

1 
a(y):= 1 _ v(O,O) {V(Gj(y),y)- V(O,y)} 

1 
b(x):= 1 _ v(O,O) {V(O,Gix»-v(O,O)}-1. 

(I7.a) 

(l7.b) 

(IS.a) 

(IS.b) 

Note that cI>/O,y) = <112(0,0), i.e. cI>(y) = cI>j(O,y) + cI>/O,O). Here, eliminating cI>2{ Gj(y), O} 

from (l7.a) and (I7.b) after setting x = G\(y) in (I7.b), we obtain a non-homogeneous linear 

functional equation for cI>(y), 

where 
fly) := G2(G j (y» 

g(y) := a(y) + b(Gj(y». 

Using an iterative scheme, e.g. [7, 11], cI>(y) can be determined as follows: 

First, let us introduce a sequence of {Yi} and a function defined by 

and 

Yo=y 

Yi=flyi-\) 

O:O;y:O;I 

Then, it follows from (19.a) that 

cI>(Yi) - <II(yi +\) = ¢~(y) 

i = 1,2, 3, ... 

i = 0, 1,2, .... 

i = 0, 1,2, .... 

Using this relationship repeatedly, we have 
= 

cI>(y) = 11 + ¢o L g { y i I Yo = Y } 

(I9.a) 

(l9.b) 

(20.a) 

(20.b) 

(21) 

(22.a) 

where 11 is a constant which is independent of the sequence of {Yi }. The convergence of the 

infinite sum in (22.a) is assured under the condition p < 1 as also shown in Appendix in [7]. 

By a boundary condition, cI>(0) = ¢o' the constant 11 can be determined as 

(22.b) 
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Thus, we get 

cI>(y) = ¢o[ 1- G(O) + G(y)] (23.a) 

where 

(23.b) 
;=0 

It remains to determine the probability ¢o' which should be determined by the normalization 

condition, cI>](O,I) + cI>/I,O) = 1. cI>](O,y) and cI>2(x,O) given by (17.a) and (l7.b) can be 

expressed by a form with only unknown probability ¢o' We thus obtain the following result. 

Theorem 2. In the case of K = 00, the generating functions cI>n(x,y), n = I, 2 for the joint 

queue-length distribution (¢n(iJ)} are given by : 

<l>](O,y) = ¢o [a(y) + cI>{ G](y), O} - cI>(O,O)] (24.a) 

(24.b) 

where 

cI>(X,O) := 1 + b(x) - G(O) + G(G2(x») 

ifio=[1 + a(1) + 2b(1) + 2G(1) - b(O) - G(O) - G(Gz(O»)r (24.c) 

Gn(x), n = 1, 2 and G(y) are given by (11) and (23.b), respectively. • 
3.3 Queue-Length Generating Function at Message Departure Points 

In this subsection, we analyze the queue-length distribution at departure points of messages 

from each service counter. Let 

and 

n,,(i) : the steady-state probability that i messages are waiting in Q" just after a classon 

message has completed service at the service counter SrI' n = 1, 2, i = 0, 1,2, ... 

ITn(X) := L nn(i) :i 
;=0 

Ixl ~ 1 n = I, 2. (25) 

We first define a conditional probability and its generating function in order to get II,,(x), 

n = 1,2: 

and 

qn(i; m) : the probability that i messages are waiting in Q"just after a classon message has 

completed service during an m-busy period at Sn' n = 1,2, i = 0, I, 2, 

m = 1,2,3, ... < 00 

Ixi ~ I n = 1, 2. (26) 
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Then, a balance equation for {q,,(i; m)} is det1ved as 

i+l 

q (i; m) = q (i-m+l) + Lq V; m) q (i-j+l) 
fl n fI n 

j~1 

m = I, 2, 3, ... < 00 (27) 

which leads to the generating function [8J: 

Q (x) 
Q (x; m)= n (x'" -I) 

n x-Qn(x) 
m = 1,2,3, ... < 00 n = I, 2. (28) 

(N ote that Lm:l Q,P; m)p m = I, denoting by Pm the probability that a busy period statts with 

m messages.) 

(I) Model (I) with Setup Times 

For the case 1 s K < 00, we get 

(29.a) 

(29.b) 

and, for the case K = 00, 

(3D.a) 

TIz(x) = the symmetrical form of TI1(x) (3D.b) 

where coefficients C"K and e"oo' n = I, 2 are normalizing constants. The normalization 

conditions, TIn(!) = 1, n = I, 2 lead to the constants: 

C -I 
ZK 

1/>0 [ {- - -,} -- r2 S K( I ,1) + K (I - S K(l, I» + SKY (1,1) 
l~ . 

K-I ] 
-K{I-rl-<);l(l,I)} - L(K-j)L\ 

j~1 J 
(31.a) 
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C -\ = rn4>o(l+As) 
nDO I-p 

n = 1,2. (31.b) 

Thus, we get the following results. 

Theorem 3. The generating functions I1 n(x), n = 1, 2 for the queue-length distribution 

{nnW} in Model (I) with setup times are given by: For the case 1 s K < 00, 

K-\ 

- I {I _xj-K}Li+ 
j=\ J 

(32.a) 

{ 1 - r\ G\(x)S\(G\(x),x) - <I>(G\(x),x) } ] 

(32.b) 

where <I>(x,y), Lipi = 1,2, ... , K-l and 4>OCnK, n = 1, 2 are given by (l6.a) in Theorem 1, 

(14) and (31.a), respectively. 

For the case K = 00, 

(33.a) 

(33.b) 

where <I>(x,O) and 4>OCnDO, n = 1, 2 are given by (2S.c) in Theorem 2 and (31.b), respectively . 

• 
(2) Model (II) with Vacation Times 

For the ease 1 s K < 00, we get 

and, for the ease K = 00, 

(34.a) 

(34.b) 
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where coefficients CnK and Cnoo' n = 1,2 are normalizing constants. The normalization 

conditions, Iln(1) = I, n = I, 2 lead to the constants: 

C -I 
2K 

C -I 
n"'" 

Thus, we get the following results. 

n = 1,2. 

(35.a) 

(35.b) 

(36.a) 

(36.b) 

Theorem 4. The generating functions Iln(x), n = 1,2 for the queue-length distribution 

{nn(i)} in Model (II) with vacation times are given by: Forthe case I :5 K < 00, 

¢>OC1KQI(X) [ I {} ] Il1(x) = x Q () --.- V(x, 1)-1 +w(x,I)-<fI(l,I) 
- 1 x I-V (A) 

(37.a) 

¢>OC2KQ2(X) [ I {.K- ·K - } 
Illx) = Q () --.- x V K(O,x) - x V(O,x) - V K(O, 1) + V( G 1 (x),x) 

x- 2 x I-V (A) 

-(1-x·K)+W(G 1(x),x)- I:(1-xj ·K)L1j ] (37.b) 
J~I 

where w(x,y), L1pi = 1,2, ... , K-I and ¢>oCnK' n = 1,2 are given by (16.a) in Theorem I, 

(14) and (36.a), respectively. 

For the case K = 00, 

(38.a) 

¢>oC2°oQ/x) [ 1 
x- Q (x) --. -{V(O,x)- V(O,I)} +a(x) 

2 I-V (A) 
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+ <fl(G I (x ),0) - a(1) - <fl(l,O) ] (38.b) 

where <fl(x,O) and tPoCnoo' n = 1, 2 are given by (25.c) in Theorem 2 and (36.b), respectively . 

• 
4. Waiting Time Analysis 

This section derives closed-form expressions for waiting time distributions (LSTs) and 

the mean waiting times of class-n messages, n = 1,2. 

4.1 Waiting Time Distributions 
We denote by W n * (s) the LST of distribution function for the waiting time of 

class-n messages Wn(t), n = 1,2. By the usual argument that the number of class-n messages at 

the departure time in Sn is equal to the number of class-n messages that arrive at Qn during its 

sojourn time because of the FIFO service discipline, we have 

(39) 

Thus, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 5. The LSTs of waiting time distributions for class-n messages, n = 1, 2 are given 

by 
n = 1,2 (40.a) 

where II/x), n = 1, 2 are given by Theorem 3 (Model (I) with setup times) and Theorem 4, 

(Model (II) with vacation times). The m th moment of the waiting time for class-n messages, 

n = I, 2 is calculated by 

n=I,2 m=I,2,3,···. 

4.2 Mean Waiting Times 

From Theorems 3, 4 and 5, we have 

Wn*(S) = -\tPoCn! Fn(I-sIA) 
s-An{I-Hn (s)} n 

1 ~ K ~ 00 n = 1, 2 

(40.b) 

• 

(41) 

where Fn(l-sIAn) is obtained by setting x = I-sIAn in the numerator of Iln(x), n = 1,2 given by 

Theorem 3 (Model (I» and Theorem 4 (Model (II», respectively. Denoting by E(Wn)K' n = 1, 

2 the mean waiting time for class-n messages in the case of K-decreasing service, we then get 

A h (2) 1 Fn"(1) 
E(W )K = n n +-;;- 2Fn'(1) I~K~oo n=I,2 

n 2(1-Pn) An 

(42) 
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where we have used a relationship Wn*(O) = I and applied L'Hospital's rule to (41) because of 

Fn(1) = O. 

For special cases of K = 1 (the pure decreasing service) and K = 00 (the exhaustive 

service), E(Wn)K' n =1, 2 are expressed as follows: 

Corollary 1. For Model (I) with Setup Times: 

1 h (2) 1 h (Z) [ ] 11.1 I II.z Z Jro P Z Jr 0 (Z) 
E(W) = --- + + -- S + --S +---AS 

I K=1 2(1-PI) 2(1-PI)(1-Pz)Z I-PI 1 I-Pz Z 2(1-PI) 

(43.a) 

( 1 I Z Z I A h (Z) A h (Z) [ P Z ] 

E WZ)K -I = + I + 
- 2(l-p\)(1-p) 2(l-pz) (l-PI)(l-PZ)(l-p) 

(43.b) 

and 

+~A s (Z)+ Jr o {p ZA 5' (Zl+(1_p )ZA S (Z)} (44.a) 
2(l-PI) 1 1 2(1-Pl)(l-P)(l-p+2PIPZ) Z 1 \ \ 2 2 

A2h z(Z) (l-PZ)ZA1h/Z)+p/AZhz(Z) Jro [ p\(l-Pz)Zs\ + PI 2P25'2] 
E(W Z) K -00 = + + -- S Z + -'---"---'-----'-''---''-''-

- 2(l-P2) 2(1-Pz)(l-p)(1-p+2PIP2) I-P2 (l-p)(l-P+2PIP2) 

where 

Jr 1r 
+--O-A S (2) + 0' {(l-p )2A S (2)+p 2A S (2)} 

2(1-P2) 2 Z 2(1-Pz)(1-p)(1-p+2p\Pz) Z 1 I I 2 2 

I-p 
1r .----
0'- I+AS 

Corollary 2. For Model (II) with Vacation Times: 

A h (2) A h (2) [ P Z J I (Z) 1 \ 2 2 I V 
E(WZ)K-\ = + I + + ----

- 2(l-PI)(l-p) 2(l-Pz) (l-PI)(1-PZ)(l-p) I-PI 2v 

(44.b) 

(44.c) 

• 

(4S.a) 

(4S.b) 
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and 

(46.a) 

C46.b) 

• 
Corollaries I and 2 satisfy the following pseudo-conservation laws, respectively [13], 

2 Ah (2) n [ 2 ] 
"p ECW ) /p + __ 0_ 2" PnS., + pAS(2) 
~ n n K = 20-p) 2p(l-p) ~ , 

C47.a) 

and 

(47.b) 

In the case of setup times independent of the class of the first message, i.e., S = sl = s2 and 

s(2) = S 1 (2) = s}2l, there is the following relationship between the moments of setup time 

distribution and that of vacation time distribution as 

V(2) 2.\' + AS(2) 

2V = 2(l+AS) 
(48.a) 

which is well known as the conversion equation of setup time to vacation time [13]. 

It should be noticed that we have 
EsCWn)K #- E/Wn)K for all K (= 1,2,3, ... ~ 00) n == 1,2 (48.b) 

even under the condition of (48.a), where we denote by E/Wn)K and EV(W',)K the mean 

waiting time of class-n messages in Model (I) with setup times and that in Model (II) with 

vacation times, respectively. This is due to a slight difference of the service discipline for 
messages of class 1 which arrive during a setup time (}2 in Model (I) and during a vacation time 

ill in Model (II) as described in Section 2. However, it follows from C47.a), C47.b) and C48.a) 

that 
2 2 

LP"E/Wn)K = LPnE/Wn)K for all K (== 1,2,3, ... ~ 00). (48.c) 
n~1 n~1 

(This is also confirmed for K == 1 and K == 00 in Corollaries 1 and 2.) 

Remark 4.1 
(l) Setting s" == Sn (2) == 0 and v(2)/2v == 0 in Corollaries 1 and 2, it is confirmed that E(W,,) K~1' 

n = 1,2 agree with the previous results (Eqs. (2l.a) and (21.b) in [8]). Eqs. (44.a) and (44.b) 

are mutually symmet11c functions, which have been also det1ved in [7, 13] as the special cases 

of the other queueing model. 
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(2) It is obvious from Theorems 3, 4, and 5 that E(Wn)K' n = 1,2 for 2 ~ K < 00 are expressed 

by the form with Lip j = 1, 2, ... , K-l defined by (14). Hence, the coefficients of v(2)l2v in the 

expression for the mean waiting times Ev(Wn)K' n = 1, 2 are given by functions with the 

parameter K as implicitly shown in Corollary 2. • 

We next proceed to the study on upper and lower bounds for mean waiting times E(Wn)K' 

n = 1,2. Firstly, we recall the conservation law, Eqs. (47.a) and (47.b). Comparing two 
service disciplines at the service counter S2' i.e. the K - decreasing service and the (K + 1)-

decreasing service, we have 

(49) 

This relationship is derived from the fact that the chance of services for class-2 messages 

should be monotonously increasing as the parameter K increases. The inequality (49) and the 

relationships (47 .a) and (47.b) yield the following bounds for the mean waiting times of class-n 

messages, n = 1, 2. 

Corollary 3. E(W n) K ' n = 1, 2 for 2 ~ K < 00 have the following upper and lower bounds : 

E(Wj)K=j < E(Wj)K < E(Wj)K=OO 

E(W2)K=j > E(W2)K > E(W2)K:OO' 

(50.a) 

(50.b) 

• 
It is noticed in Model (I) with setup times that the inequality E(Wj)K=j < E(W2)K=j does 

not always hold for system parameters {An' h n, Sn' hn (2), S n (2), n = 1, 2} such that P < l. 

From Corollary 1 for Model (I) with setup times, the necessary and sufficient conditions are 

derived for the inequalities E(Wj)K=j < E(W2 )K=j and E(Wj)K=~ < E(W2)K=~' respectively, as 

follows: 

21t"o(l-P2)(1-pj-p)Sj + P [l-P j - J!LJA2h 2 (2) 
l-P2 

< 21t"O{PtP2 + (1_p)2 }S2 + 1t"OP(l-P2){A tS j(2) +A2S2(2)}+ P(l-P2)Ath j(2) 

and 

(l-Pj) {Pj(P2-2pj) + (l-p)(P-2PtP2)} Azh2 (2) + 21t"o(l-P2){ (l-p)(l-pcp) 

+ ptP2(2-3Pt-P2) }Sj + 21t"O(l-P2){P/-(l-Pj)(l-P2)} AtS j (2) 

< (l-P2) { P2(PC2P2) + (l-p)(p -2PtP2)} Ath j (2)+ 21t"O(l-pj){ (1-P)(l-P2-P) 

+ PtP2(2-pt-3P2)} S2 + 21t"o(l-pt){ p/ - (l-PI)(l-P2)} A2S2 (2) 

For Model (ll) with vacation times, it follows similarly from Corollary 2 that 

[ l-P _A]l h(2)«1-P)[A h (2) + 2(l-p) v(2)] 
I l-P2 "'2 2 2 I j 2 v 

and 

(5l.a) 

(5l.b) 

(52.a) 
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(1-PI){ PI(P2-2PI) + (l-p)(P-2PIP2) } ~h2 (2) 

{ } 
V(2) 

+ 2(1-P2)(1-P) P22-PIP2-(l-P)(p-2PIP2) 2V 

< (1-P2){ P2(PI-2P2) + (l-p)(P-2PIP2)} Alhl (2). 

From (49) and (51.a) to (52.b), we thus get the following results. 

Corollary 4. 

473 

(52.b) 

Denoting by A and B a set of system parameters for Model (I) with setup times {An' hn' sn' 

hn (2), Sn (2), n = 1,2} satisfying (51.a) and (51.b), respectively, the following relationships 

hold: 

(1) Be A. 
(2) For any element of a set B, E(WI)K < E(W2)K for all K (= 1,2,3, .. -). 

(3) For any element of a set (A n B). there exists a parameter k = K, 1 S K < 00 such that 

E(WI)K < E(W2)K. 

(4) For any element of a set A, there exists no parameter k = K, 1 S K < 00 such that 
E(WI)K < E(W2)K. 

The above relationships (1) to (4) also hold for Model (II) with vacation times, where we need 
to denote by A 'and B a set of system parameters {v, v(2), An' hn' hn (2), n = 1, 2} satisfying 

(52.a) and (52.b), respectively. 

• 
Remark 4.2 

The property of (4) in Corollary 4 can be explained as follows: Messages arriving at a heavy

traffic queue (queue 2) have a more chance that queue 2 is currently being served than those 

aniving at a light-traffic queue (queue 1), even in the case of K = 1. The similar property has 

been also pointed out for the polling system with exhaustive service. • 

4.3. Comparison of Priority Disciplines 

It is useful to clear the difference between the mean waiting time of messages of class n, 
E(Wn), n =1, 2 in Corollaries 1 and 2 and the mean waiting time,E(Wn)NP' for the standard 

nonpreemptive (head-of-the-line) priority queueing system (MIG/I-type queue) with setup times 

and mUltiple server vacations given by: 

For Model (I) with setup times [71, 

E(W ) = _1_{ A h (2)+.11. h (2)} +~ [2(s +P s )+.11. S (2)+.11. S (2)] 
I NP 2(1-PI) I I 2 2 2(1-pj) I 2 2 I I 2 2 

(53.a) 

Al hi (2)+A2h2 (2) + 1ro[2(PI SI+P2S2)+2(l-PI)(1-P)S2+AISI (2)+A2S2 (2)] 
E( W 2) NP = --'--''-----'''-''-

2(1-PI)(1-p) 2(l-pj)(1-p) 
(53.b) 
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and, for Model (II) with multiple server vacations [13], 

(54.a) 

A l h l (2)+A2h 2(2) 1 v(2) 
+----

2(l-PI)(1-p) I-PI 2v' 
(54.b) 

Table 1 shows for Model (I) with setup times that for P = 0.2 to 0.9, E(W1)NP < E(W1)K;1 

< E(W1)K;OO and E(W2)NP > E(W2)K=1 > E(W2)K=oo, where constant setup times SI = s2 = 1, 

constant service times hi = hz = 1 and All Az = 20. The same characteristics of the mean waiting 

times in Model (II) with multiple server vacations is shown in Table 2, where constant vacation 
time v = 1, constant service times hi = h2 = 1 and All Az = 20. It is also seen from Tables 1 and 

2 that E(W1)NP in Model I (Table 1) > E(W l)NP in Model II (Table 2) and E(W2)NP in Modell 

(Table 1) > E(W2)NP in Model II (Table 2) for the same server utiization, and that the same 

relationships hold for E(Wn)K=1 and E(Wn)K;OO, n =1, 2. 

Table 1 

Mean Waiting Time E(Wn), n =1, 2 for Model (I) as a function of server utilization P 

P E(W1)NP E(W1)K=1 E(W1)K=OC E(W2)NP E(W2)K=1 E(W2)K~OO 

0.2 1.0373 1.0374 1.0377 1.1299 1.1261 1.1221 

0.4 1.1670 1.1679 1.1691 1.6593 1.6422 1.6178 

0.6 1.4750 1.4775 1.4841 3.3125 3.2629 3.1309 

0.8 2.3511 2.3583 2.4216 11.311 11.168 9.9014 

0.9 3.7000 3.7144 4.0985 36.526 36.238 28.557 

Table 2 

Mean Waiting Time E(Wn), n =1,2 for Model (II) as a function of server utilization P 

P E(W1)NP E(W1)K;1 E(W1)K=OO E(W2)NP E(W2)K=1 E(W2)K=OO 

0.2 0.6176 0.6178 0.6178 0.7721 0.7698 0.7681 
0.4 0.8077 0.8083 0.8091 1.3462 1.3341 1.3185 
0.6 1.1667 1.1687 1.1741 2.9167 2.8769 2.7689 
0.8 2.1000 2.1065 2.1647 10.500 10.371 9.2065 
0.9 3.5000 3.5137 3.8811 35.000 34.725 27.377 
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5. Concluding Remarks 
For an alternating priority queue with K- decreasing service and with setup times or vacation 

times, we have derived LSTs for waiting time distributions and explicit expressions for mean 

waiting times. It is fmther study to apply the delay cycle analysis in order to derive LSTs for 

waiting time distributions, directly. Further research will be also extended to the analysis of the 

influence of the switch-over time (overhead time) on some performance measures and to the 

optimization of switching rules [3,4] and decreasing parameters. For example, using the results 
obtained here, it may be possible to determine an optimal parameter k = kopt so as to minimize 

a cost function defined by a linear combination of individual mean waiting times by help of 

computer programs. 
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Appendix. Zeros of the denominator of Equation (12) 

From (12), we have 

Let us consider a transcendental equation for y, 

where 

Applying Takacs' lemma [10] to (A.2), we obtain the following results: 

(A.I) 

(A2) 

(A.3) 

If P ~ 1, then Eq.(A2) has exactly K roots (iJr' r = 1, 2, "', K-1 in the unit circle I y I < 1, 

while (iJK = 1, and (iJr' r = 1,2, "', K-1 are explicitly expressed by 

~ '.] j , 
(iJ '= ~ (-1l2i Br dJ- 1 {H·(1l )}jlK 

r· £.." ' 2 
j=l }. dll,r 

(AA) 

where 

( 2nri) Br := exp ---y- , i='I/-1, r = 1,2, "', K-1. (AS) 


